Standardizing Protecting of Nparks Tree at Works location

An example of tree protection hoarding (From Npark Conservation of Trees / Plants Legislation)

➢ As per last HQ EHS Safety Meeting conducted on 28 Apr 18, the committee was presented with 3 type of Tree barricading and the members had agreed to adopt the Timber barricading for Npark Trees located at any of Eng Lam Worksites.

➢ The timber barricading method goes with 2 tiers of rails supported with 4 poles and encompass PVC orange netting.

➢ The size of timber plank is 2” X 1”, the length depends on the site constraints.

➢ With the consensus of the committee and acknowledgement of PD & OD, project team that has Npark Trees within their worksite, to adopt the Timber barricading for the trees.